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0.1 What is “performance” and why should we
optimize it?

The performance of your mobile site is fundamental to how your mobile user feels
about the site. We define performance broadly as how soon the website is ready
for a user to interact with. We want the time from when the user clicks to the full
response to be as short as possible.

It’s important to note that full loading of a page (including all javascript, for
example) is not necessarily the “end goal” for a user to think the page is complete.
If the page looks complete, the user is often satisfied. Giving instant visual feed-
back, despite background processes still running, is a way for the user to feel like
performance is a lot faster than it may be.

A great example of this is Instagram. The like button immediately gives feedback
telling the user the button has been clicked. However, the request is still being sent.
The impression of immediate visual feedback is more important in this case.

Excellent performance is a hallmark of great mobile websites. Performance drives
user engagement, and that leads to increased mobile business. Performance means
that users will enjoy the experience of being on the site, and hopefully return.

Performance also reflects on the company who owns the site - if a site is slow
to load, the user gets a bad feeling about the company as a whole.

Many studies have been done on user interaction with a webpage, but the follow-
ing times/emotions are a useful guide to keep in mind (from Usability Engineering
by Jakob Nielsen):

As people spend more time on their devices, they have even higher expectations
for performance. After five seconds, 74% of people will stop loading a mobile page
if it hasn’t loaded already (reference). This is why performance matters.

Abandonment of a webpage is closely tied to how long it takes to load:
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(Graph from this presentation)
In addition, studies have shown conversion rate increases by 74% if the loading

time of a page goes from 8s to 2s. If a website is difficult to access from a phone,
52% of consumers said they wouldn’t return (and 40% of customers said they’d try
a competitor’s site instead - reference). This is important stuff.

There are a number of factors that can affect mobile site performance - from
network speed to how the javascript is written. Therefore, we use a number of
techniques to maximize performance.

Before we start making changes to the site, we want to ensure we have some
quantitative measure by which we can guage how performant our site is. Let’s
discuss how we do that.
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0.2 How do we measure performance?
Firstly, we need to make sure our tools are constrained in the same manner as
a mobile device - chiefly via bandwidth. Our desktop/laptop bandwidth will not
reflect accurately the time to download assets on a mobile device.

If you have downloaded the Moovweb development platform on a Mac, you will
have downloaded XCode as a prerequisite. One of the tools provided by XCode
is “Network Link Conditioner”, found in the Applications/Utilities/Network
Link Conditioner/ folder. Double click on the file inside (Network Link Conditioner.prefPane)
to add the utility to the System Preferences window.

The Network Link Conditioner allows you to throttle your bandwidth to match
one of a number of pre-set bandwidths.

Inside, you can choose one of a number of network speeds - everything from
DSL to Edge on a lossy network. For mobile testing, set it to “3G, Average Case”.
Test out your network speed and it will have slowed to around 700kbps. While
this is still an approximation for a mobile connection, it provides a more accurate
bandwidth for the following tests.

(For those not on a Mac, we list some other web-based tools at the end of this
guide that can perform similar functions.)

We use Chrome’s inspector to measure performance of a webpage. It’s easy to
access - just right-click on a webpage and select “Inspect Element”. The HTML
layout of the page is displayed. However, along the top are some extremely useful
tabs.

The first thing we want to measure is the page loading time - how many requests,
how long they took to download, etc. The “Network” tab tells us the times taken
for each aspect of the page to be received by the browser.

In the example below, you can see the javascript takes .35 seconds to load. You
can see that the DOM content is loaded in .87ms (indicated by the blue line). The
page has fully rendered (“onload”) after 1.29s (indicated by the red line).
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After analysing network speeds, you can also take a look at how long it takes
the page to render using the “Timeline” tab.
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The “Profile” tab, which times CSS and javascript elements on a page, giving
the relative times it took to parse selectors. Choose whether you want to record
javascript or CSS. Hit “start”, refresh the page, and you’re given a list of selectors
you use.

Take some time to play around with the various tabs on the inspector. See how
long it takes for the assets of websites to load, or which CSS selectors are taking
up the most rendering time.
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0.3 Performance Metrics
Now we know why performance is important, and how to measure it, we need to
know which measurements to focus on. We can’t just say, “Make the page faster”
without having any clear metrics.

At Moovweb, we recommend you focus on three metrics outlined below and
optimize based on those. There are, of course, several other important web perfor-
mance best practices - see great documentation from Google and Yahoo. Start by
looking at the specific metrics we’ve outline for mobile sites built using Moovweb
and then move on to the more general best practices.

The metrics you should focus on are:

1. Number of HTTP Requests
Real-world mobile network latency is 500+ ms. Every additional network
request on mobile hurts.

2. Size of HTTP Requests
Mobile networks have considerably less bandwidth than, say, wi-fi networks.
We need to use the smaller bandwidth efficiently.

3. Time taken to fire the DOMContentLoaded event on a browser
A web page is usable by an end-user only after the DOMContentLoaded event
(or, in some cases, the Load event) has fired. We should ensure those events
are fired as soon as possible.

We can use these to define some absolute numbers by which we can determine
performance. They’re mostly pretty easy to calculate using the inspector. Take
note that the numbers given below are Moovweb’s rules of thumb - they may not
be applicable to every site!

Rules of thumb for the metrics we use:

1. Number of HTTP Requests
A good mobile site will make about 10-15 HTTP requests per page; a
great site will make fewer than 10 requests.

2. Size of HTTP Requests
Zipped size of all assets required by the page should be under 200kB; the
largest asset on the page should be under 50kB.

3. Time taken to fire the DOMContentLoaded event on a browser
On a desktop browser, using a simulated Average Case 3G network, the DOM-
ContentLoaded should fire in under 3 seconds.
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0.4 How do we improve performance?
We use the numbers given above to get close to our ideal, performant mobile site.
It’s all very well being able to know why we want to improve performance and how
we can measure it - but how do we improve the site?

We’re going to look at optimizing five major areas of the site: images, javascript,
stylesheets, Tritium and caching.

Images

The biggest thing you can do to to help with images is spriting. Spriting is where a
number of images are converted into one larger image. In one Moovweb project, we
have 34kB worth of icons. When placed into a sprite, they are only 12kB. That’s a
third of the size!

There are many tutorials on the web on how to make and implement sprites.
However, spriting is built into the Moovweb development framework so all you need
to do is follow the simple instructions in this tutorial on Moovweb’s site.

Removing unnecessary images is another big thing we can do to improve per-
formance. Often, sites will use images as backgrounds - try to use CSS background
colors or shading if possible.

Resizing images for mobile can save a lot of time. There are a number of
services, such as Scene7, that do this automatically.

Stylesheets

(Adapted from this article on boagworld.)
One of the easiest ways to test whether your CSS is slowing down the page is to

resize the broswer window and scroll up and down rapidly. The browser will take a
long time to render if your CSS is bloated. In fact, the CSS stress test we mentioned
above does just that - scrolling plus sequential disabling of CSS elements - to see
which are the most costly.

There are some elements that always tend to cause problems, such as CSS3
selectors. Animations should be used sparingly, for example.

By default, the Moovweb development framework minifies CSS when our Sass
is compiled (to “minify” is to compress all the CSS so rather than appearing on
multiple lines, it only appears on one).

We encourage the use of bundling stylesheets. All stylesheets should be @imported
into main.scss. This ensures that the page will only have to make one HTTP re-
quest for the stylesheets. For more information on this, and how to do page-specific
styling even with only one stylesheet, check out the Moovweb documentation.

Javascript

We try to remove as much javascript as possible from the site. Third-party javascript
like facebook.js and shoprunner.js can usually be removed without harm.
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Other javascript can usually be pruned, but usually more carefully - messing with
javascript can lead to decreased functionality.

Extra javascript should always be bundled with Fusion. This means only one
HTTP request is sent for all the javascript we add to the site.

Finally, try to move script tags to the bottom of the body. This is not possible in
all cases, as it might break the javascript functionality. However, placing the tags at
the bottom of the document means that the scripts will be read once the page has
loaded (after DOMContentLoaded) and therefore should not delay the user seeing
the page. This addresses the caveat we came across in the introduction - that if
the page looks complete, the user will be happier.

Tritium

The main way we can increase performance with Tritium is found in the XPath
selectors we use. In particular, the “deep search” (//) can cause a lot of issues. The
deep search does as its name implies - searches through all of the tree. For most
pages, this will include hundreds of nodes. This slows down the site dramatically.

Try to use the one-child-deep selector - ./ - where possible.

Caching

Caching is where a loaded page is kept separately, in a ready-made state. When a
request is given, a cached page will be served without having to make a downstream
request. The page will not have to be modified with your Tritium code, and won’t
be required to refer to the desktop site. These factors make the page display much
faster.
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0.5 Frequent Errors
Some aspects of performance optimization are often overlooked. These are the
three biggest mistakes we consistently find:

1. Not removing unnecessary desktop javascript: With Moovweb, you use
the desktop website to build the mobile site. This means that, if you do
nothing, you will keep ALL the desktop site JS. That often makes the mobile
site bloated and horrendously slow. Therefore, you need to understand how
JS is used on the desktop site, and select the minimal set of JS needed for
functionality on the mobile site. Use the Mercury tool to build a Javascript
map of where / how JS is used and develop a clear strategy for how JS needs
to be kept on each page of the mobile site. Ideally, you’d do this before you
start building the site.

2. Sending unnecessary items through the proxy: when an href is given as
a relative path in HTML (e.g. href="/images/icon.png"), the browser will
automatically fill in the hostname. This means that hrefs will go through our
mobile sever (e.g. the browser sets the href to href="m.www.example.com/images/icon.png").
It’s better to use the absolutize() function on elements containing hrefs.
The absolutize function takes any relative path and directs it to the original
hostname (e.g. www.example.com/images/icon.png). Therefore, the im-
ages (or whatever) will be served through the original servers - which will be
optimized for handling images, delivering them far more quickly.

3. Resizing images: pretty self-explanatory, really. Images served on mobile
should be smaller, to account for the smaller bandwidth on mobile networks.
Use Scene7 or some other image hosting service to provide smaller images on
mobile.
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0.6 Checklist
Here’s a handy checklist of things you can do for every site you’re working on.

Images

2 Resize images

2 Use sprites

2 Remove unnecessary images

Stylesheets

2 Use CSS3 properties sparingly

2 Minify Sass output

2 Bundle all stylesheets

Javascript

2 Remove desktop site javascript

2 Try to move script tags to the bottom of the body

2 Bundle all javascript with Fusion

Tritium & Caching

2 Check you’re not using the deep-search selector //

2 Absolutize links to assets so they’re not forced through the Moovweb server

2 Cache non-secure pages
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0.7 Appendix: Tools
There are a number of performance analysis tools available on the web to help us.
We’ve already come across Google Chrome’s inspector. There are usually browser-
based tools for other browsers, such as Firefox’s Firebug.

Google’s PageSpeed is very useful. It takes a website you specify and, using over
30 optimization “rules”, gives recommendations on the how to improve the page.

WebPageTest shows how long it takes for a webpage to get loaded with various
browsers, connection speeds, and even in various locations around the world.

Blaze.io is a similar service for mobile browsers/devices.
CSS stress test is useful for determining which aspects of your CSS are taking

the longest to load.
Mercury is a Moovweb tool to analyze network requests made by your site. It can

also be used to score your mobile site against Moovweb’s performance principles.
No one tool will measure everything - so use a combination of the above to

measure your site’s performance.
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